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ABSTRACT
Title of Dissertation: Research on port logistics service in Shanghai
Degree:

Master of Science in International Transport and Logistics

Abstract: port, as the hub of transport and communications, acts not only junctions
and nodes for sea and over land transportation, more important, it is an important ring
of the merchandise supply chain, as well the logistics distribution centers in large
scale and it unites shipper carrier, consignee and agent to become a whole logistics
information service network.. Now some ports have offered logistics service and
developing port logistics service has become an urgent problem to be discussed.
Consequently, the government of every nation is trying best to enable their important
ports to be the international or regional shipping center. In China, during the recent 20
years under the reform and open policy, the raising level of port logistics service
caused by the rapid development of construction of facilities and cargo handling
capacity, will undoubtedly produce positive effects on the international economy
especially with the ever-expediting integration of the global economy today. While
Shanghai port, among the largest ports with a long history in China, has lots of good
conditions and the great potential space for its logistics service development. Based
on the study of current port logistics service status in and abroad, this thesis will carry
out the analysis of logistics services in Shanghai port and make the recommendations
for its development in the future. The thesis consists of five parts. Chapter one, which
is the part of Introduction, explains the research background and significance, make
clear the main research method as well briefly reviews the current study situation
Next, it describe the some theories related to port logistics service,( the origin and
development, the main content, futures and advantages.) Chapter three discusses the
present conditions of port logistics service in Shanghai, first introduce the distribution
and status of China's coastal ports , and then have a comprehensive analysis on
current situation of Shanghai port and its logistics service. Chapter four will probe
into the suggestions and strategies for the promotion of port logistics service in
Shanghai, Finally is the conclusion.
Key words: Port logistics service Shanghai Port Developing mode Strategy
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Chapter1: Introduction
1.2 Background and significance
World economic integration and rapid development of science and technology has
promoted the boom of modern logistics industry, which is now playing an
increasingly important role in socio-economic operation. With the acceleration of
global economic integration, in order to engage in this trend, the macro environment
must be created in china for its modern logistics development. While the
improvement of port logistics service level is a essential way to satisfy the need
because the complementary and the mutually reinforcing relationship existing
between modern logistics and port. On one hand, port service is closed link to modern
logistics. Currently, over 90% of foreign trade is completed depend on marine
transportation, large number of coastal ports and inland ports are road, rail and
waterway combined transport center as well as the transportation hub,that is , port is a
significant component in logistics chain. On the other hand, aiming at meeting the
customer’s growing service demands and strength its position in today’s increasing
competitive market, port must make its effort to expand its service functions, improve
working efficiency and provide a full range of value-added service. At present, more
and more ports are to the direction of providing modern logistics services instead of
traditional single function like cargo handling and transportation. Meanwhile the rise
and development of modern logistics not only has created new opportunities but also
put forward higher demand for port constructions promotion. Such as upsizing of
vessels need deep-water berth, modern logistics services require port to equip with
advanced modernization information systems, etc. So the development of port
logistics services has become the key strategic initiative for enhancing its
competitiveness and long-term objection. Shanghai port, the representatives and
leader among Chinese ports, plays an important role in the integrated logistics system,
not only because it is the largest cargo distribution center of the whole transport chain,
but also is the significant information center, which brings together the information of
sources, technique and service. The establishment of international shipping center also
7

brings forward a new challenge to Shanghai port.So on this background and premise,
the research and analysis on port logistics service Shanghai has a great significance
currently.
1.2 Main content and major research method
The thesis consists of five parts. Chapter one, which is the part of Introduction,
explains the research background and significance, make clear the main research
method as well briefly reviews the current study situation Next, it describe the some
theories related to modern logistics and port logistics service,( the origin and
development, the main content, futures and necessity ) Chapter three discusses the
present conditions of port logistics service in Shanghai, first

introduce the

distribution and status of China's coastal ports , and then have a comprehensive
analysis on current situation of Shanghai port and its logistics service. In the
following chapter, some develping modes will be signed suit for Shanghai port.
Chapter five will probe into the suggestions and strategies for the promotion of port
logistics service in Shanghai, Finally is the conclusion.
It will use SWOT analysis for evaluating the current port logistics service situation of
Shanghai. SWOT analysis is a strategic planning method used to evaluate the
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in a project or in a
business venture。It involves specifying the objective of the business venture or
project and identifying the internal and external factors which are favorable and
unfavorable to achieving that objective. When the analysis has been finished,the
SWOT profile can been generated and used as the basis of goal setting strategy,
formulation and application. in chapter 3, it will illustrate the current situation of port
logistics service in shanghai in this form above and respectively point out the four
aspects clearly.
1.3Literature Review
The analysis and evaluation of port logistics service in the main ports of China has
bring about more and more concerns and scholars has made much contribution to this
area from different perspectives.
(1)The changing role and function of port service from logistics aspect
8

UNCTAD divided port into three generations: transport hub, handling service centers
and logistics centers. Before 2000, the idea of ―port center‖ holds a dominant position.
While in 1999, UNCTAD proposed the fourth concept of port: ―physically separated
but linked through common operators or through a common administration‖, which is
no longer highlighted the central position of port, but stressed the port as one
organization of a chain. the status of port in modern logistics has been discussed and
analysised, for instance, some authors has studied how port’s functions will change in
order to catch up the development and change of logistics.(Nie Qi,2001)；it also
argues the necessary of developing port functions and feasible resolutions basing on
studying modern logistics, as well put forward the concept of becoming a distribution
center for a port. a lot of literatures focus on this area in supply chain orientation and
the relevance of port supply chain orientation has been well established and the
recognition that ports are increasingly integrated in supply chains is illustrated in the
papers by Robinson (2002), Paixao and Marlow (2003), Carbone and De Martino
(2003), Bichou and Gray (2004), Notteboom and Rodrigue (2005). The above studies
have pointed to the importance of supply chain orientation for ports and their findings
have relevant implications for port performance.; in the empirical work, Panayides
and Song (2006, 2007) They made an empirical investigation on the relationship
between supply chain orientation and port function and made a tentative conclusion
based on their survey of 32 container terminal operators.
(2) Research and evaluation on current situation of port logistics service development
in the main ports of China and abroad
Large quantities of literatures have analysised and evaluated the level of port logistics
service at present in China. Some thesises constructs a set of evaluation index system
which is suitable for port logistics capability development of our country emphatically,
choose several ports of our country as the research project and a evaluate China's
major coastal ports in the logistics capabilities; or analyses the port logistics
assessment elements and takes related data collection and survey ,finally established
port logistics service function synthesis judgment index system by using entropy
selection method.(Lia Xin 2008,Wur Ruchung 2008). Some scholars pay close
9

attention to foreign ports logistics progress. Manfred Reuter（2004）introduced several
steps and measures to promote Hamburg port logistics development, such as the
―Special Port Extension Programme ‖ which includes expanding and rail
infrastructure, developing sites for use by logistics companies,etc. some others make a
research on the approach of logistics of the famous ports in the world like Antwerp,
Rotterdam, Singapore, Barcelona etc, not only tally up its
characteristics(socialization and and systematic),but also summarize the experience
and enlightenment to our port logistics development.( LiXuegong 2005, Yue
Qiaohong 2006,Liu Shan,2007).

Chapter2: Modern Logistics and Port Logistics Service
2.1Brief introduction of modern logistics
The concept ―modern logistics‖ refers to a new integrated management which
synthesizes together a serious of logistics activities including collecting information,
transportation, warehousing, inventory, and material handling and packaging, etc.It is
target for minimizing the total logistics cost and providing customers the best service.
In many Chinese experts and scholars’ opinion, the "modern" logistics is the process
of transferring cargo flow from supply party to the demand at the most economic cost
according to customers’ needs, which includes transportation, storage, processing,
packaging, handling, distributing and information processing activities. Compared
with traditional logistics, the advantages of modern logistics are self-evident: the
former is only a a simple displacement while the latte provides value-added services;
traditional logistics implements manual control, modern logistics makes use of
information management. Rather than a single chain management used in traditional
logistics, modern logistics optimizes the overall system, etc.
Emphasized on the support of advanced information technology, modern logistics in
possessed of the following characteristics:
(1) Systematic target: From the systematic perspective, modern logistics overall plans
10

the whole range of logistics activities and deal with the activities of commodity and
commercial flows in order to optimize the overall logistics activities.
(2)Modernization of logistics methods: via using advanced technology, equipment
and management, modern logistics(GPS, satellite communications, radio frequency
identification and so on)，automated, paperless and intelligent has come into true .
(3)Seriation of logistics service: modern logistics stresses its service to perfect and
seriation, In addition to traditional functions like storage, transport, packaging,
distributing, in the extension of the scale-up, modern logistics service involve in
market research and forecasting, procurement and order processing, and extending
down to value-added services such as distribution, logistics consulting, selection and
planning of logistics program, inventory control strategy proposed, etc. which will
promote the support effect on decision-making for the services mentioned above.
(4）Network organization：in order to provide fast, comprehensive logistics support for
product sales promotion, modern logistics must be equipped with a sound logistics
network system. Maintaining logistics activities between each network systematic and
consistent will ensure the optimal inventory levels and distribution in the entire
logistics network, also bring about the fast and flexible transportation or distribution.
2.2Theories related to port logistics service
2.2.1The origination and development of port logistics service

―Port logistics service‖ is a new term which frequently appears in academic
discussions and various medias. This emerging concept is generally understood that
taking port as an important node during the whole logistics process and form the
service platform on which carrying out the logistics activities, in order to strengthen
its radiation ability to logistics activities around the port via using its own advantages
and relying on advanced hardware and software environment .It is an integrated port
service system based on port-vicinity industry and information technology support,
target for optimizing port resources and covering all aspects of the whole logistics
industry chain. So from an academic point of view, it is a new concept; from the
industry perspective, It is an integrated logistics system formed by the research results
of modern logistics theory applied in the port industry under the special conditions.
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Origination and development of port logistics service is not accidental but the
inevitable results of a certain stage of science and technology growing and formed
gradually with port economic development, which is the basis for modern logistics
existence. Competition and cooperation, functional integration, strategic alliance is
the trend of modern logistics, scaling is the orientation while modern port is just
growing in strength in the formation and development of global integrated logistics
system. It can be seen from the division of ―four generation port‖ that the function of
modern port has transferred from traditional simple handling and transportation to
integrated logistics services. Using its location superiority in the global integrated
transport system, port now is becoming the center of modern transportation, trade and
logistics.
Meanwhile, the acceleration of global economic integration, the development of
modern science and technology and the rise of the Internet economy put forward a
higher require to transportation industry, which calls for meeting customer demand as
the starting point, carrying out the total service involving raw materials begin to end,
intermediate goods inventory process, effective flow and storage of terminal products
and related information. Port function naturally keep pace with the rapid development,
from single cargo handling to integrated logistics services, from traditional cargo flow
to synthesis flow including cargo, business, finance, technology, information, etc. Port
logistics service really comes into relatively maturity stage.
2.2.2The content and features of port logistics service

Strictly speaking, port logistics service is not one of the basic types of modern
logistics activities. But port, as a key irreplaceable node in the modern logistics
process, it will complete many basic services and value-added services derived of the
entire logistics system.
Port logistics service today, has a significant difference with the traditional single
activities like cargo loading and unloading, warehousing, transportation. Although
functions and efficiency of these activities is still essential, there is no denying that it
must change from a single model to a systematic diversity, which specifically
includes the following:
12

(1)Loading and unloading service
This activity is still a key link during port logistics, and in order to further develop
this function, it must strengthen the infrastructure construction, improve the
mechanical configuration of terminal front and back yard.
(2) Transportation service
Transportation is the core, but a single link in traditional logistics activities, while in
modern times, it is no longer a single, separated from other business service activities,
but the center link constituting the whole supply chain service. Port can choose the
right kinds of cargo establish logistics chain self-conducted, such as large
supermarkets, manufacturing enterprises to provide systematic logistics service.
(3) Warehousing services
Warehousing function in logistics service differs from the traditional port storage,
which is only a transferred and temporary storage to meet the conversion of different
transport vehicles. Due to great varieties of cargoes imported and exported though
port, its warehousing service should be more complete to adapt the different
requirements.
(4）Processing service
Logistics services include certain processing functions，which not only can effectively
reduce the transport costs but also the damage happened during the handling and
packaging .Some goods (such as clothing), after a long distance of sea transportation,
only after the appropriate packaging can adapt to the requirements on the store
shelves. Some components of one commodity coming from different regions and
factories, which need to be assembled simply in port first and then enter into market
as the complete product
(5）Information processing service
Port logistics service carry the responsibility of managing, storaging and distributing a
large number of cargoes with different categories, different clients, also the different
flow orientation. Excellent information processing capability is a essential element in
the logistics operation.
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Currently ， port logistics service own the five major characteristics. First,
internationalization: the trend of economic integration and international trade
globalization make the port’ role as a key node more prominent. Most ports now
mainly engaged in the international logistics services, for instance, the distribution
center provide imported commodities the ―all-in-one serve‖, from customs clearance,
temporary storage, handling to necessary distribution processing and finally
delivering goods to customers. Some services even extend to cargo ordering and
funds collection,etc. Second, multifunction: port logistics service has come into the
intensive stage, and develop to the multifunctional direction. The formation of
integrated logistics center provides the services like storage, transportation, picking,
distribution and various high value-added processing services. The multifunction of
port logistics service also specialize the division of cargo production and marketing,
which simplifies the multi-level cargo flows in the past to the door to door integrated
services today ,thereby give rise to the increase of the overall productivity and
economic benefits. The next feature is systematization, that means port logistics
service extend not only to the production aspects but also the consumption area and
has added some new content.It has from the single-function(storage and transportation)
expanded to other more services( packaging ,distributing,processing,etc),The function
subsystems form the entire logistics system by means of co-ordination and rational
arrangement, finally make control the whole cargo flow in order to achieve the
maximum benefit or minimum cost.. Meanwhile it satisfy the customers’ changeable
needs, also can serve social economic activities more effectively. Informationization
and standardization are another two indispensable traits. It is well-know the global
economic integration enable the goods and production factors flow at an
unprecedented rate on a global scale. The widely used EDI and internet technology
make a contribution to improving logistics efficiency and speeding up product flow
rate. On the other hand, the international of port logistics service require its
standardization in the whole logistics process. For participating in regional or global
logistics system and major economic cycle, international standard must be applied in
these activities like cargo packaging, loading and unloading, information processing
14

and so on .
2.3 The necessity of port logistics service
2.3.1 Strengths of providing logistics service
When international economic, trade and transport have not yet been integrated,
production and trade are treated as two isolated factors, especially transportation is
divided many procedures. Therefore, port just implements its traditional functions:
loading and unloading, divorced from production, trade and transport. With the
development of logistics management and practice, marine transport has developed to
integrated logistics, shipping logistics, after entering into the container age, is now
evolving to the multimodal transport and modern logistics area. As the enhancement
of logistics management skills, as well as the cargo owners’ higher requirements of
service quality, such as cargo security, punctuality, economy, etc, carrier began to
notice the reliability of all aspects in logistics system of maritime transport and land
transport. Modern logistics service providers, on behalf of liner shipping companies,
are constantly expanding their scale of operations and services and gradually toward
the direction of conglomeratization and diversification. These trends call for port to be
the international trade logistics center which can promote economic development and
comprehensive services.
As mentioned above, port is the node in the integrated transport network, which can
not be ignored in modern logistics. It acts as the significant and strategic role, also has
the great advantage of developing logistics service. First, Port is the hub and
distribution center of land and water transportation, also the starting and end point in
ocean shipping, which hole the irreplaceable position in refitting and convergence of
transport methods during entire logistics service .So, it only bears its own mission as
the center of logistics services, must also converge reasonably ocean and inland
transportation systems, providing comprehensive, compatible with international
logistics coordination and organization in order to achieve the continuity of the entire
process of logistics service. Secondly, port is the best point to combine these
production factors.. which are greatly different between the mainland or countries far
away from each other. For the purpose of combining these production factors in the
15

most advantageous way, port is best breakthrough point to solve this problem. Many
oil refineries and steel plants relying on importing crude oil or raw materials in a
nation mostly built in the port area, to save inland transport the cost. Meanwhile, most
port cities are the important industrial bases of this country. is South Korea is a good
example, its industrial allocation is the southeast coastal industrial zones centered as
Busan port and Jing Ren industrial zone based on Incheon port, the industrial output
value accounted of the main two industrial zones for 80% of the whole country. Port
is also the good storage place for cargoes. Economic scale and convergence of
transport paths need goods can be properly warehoused at port. Under this situation
can it continuously supply the finished goods) to meet plants’ needs (refer to raw
materials), but also lower unit cost. The warehouse function of a port has become an
important part of integrated logistics service. Besides that, Port plays an important
role on the promotion of multimodal. International multimodal transport is the form of
transport organization relying on port and container development. As the important
hub of connection of marine, railway, road and air transport, port acts the great
influence on the rational selection and combination of these modes. During recent
years, due to its diversity operation and integrated services, modern port is moving n
the direction of value-added services and becoming flow convergence center of
commodities, capital, technology, information and talents,etc.
2.3.2 The necessity of port logistics service in China

Cargo transport demand is the basis for carrying out port logistics service.Thanks to
the reform and opening policies, the growing volumes of commodities imported and
transported has stimulated the needs for port logistics service. The rise of international
trade and GDP also will generate a corresponding increase in container amount, and
other than single cargo transport service, the demand for value-added services is much
higher than the growth rate in shipping volume, which in turn provide the potential
space for modern logistics service development.
How to carry out port logistics services in China has important strategy significance,
which can be illustrated from the two perspectives: port itself and national economy.
It is self-evidence that enormous advantages will be brought to port. First, the
16

promotion of its international competitiveness The type of international port logistics
organization is a point to point network form basis of container multimodal and door
to door transport. Whether seize the favorable opportunity of the formation of this
international logistics network, prompting a number of major ports in China to
become the nodes, is a decisive factor in improving the international competitiveness.
Secondly, intensify its link to hinterland: Port is the junction of international and
domestic logistics. With the expansion of port cross-hinterland，the focus of port’s
attraction to the supply of cargo from its hinterland has transferred from location,
distribution conditions or traditional handling and storage services to provide
customers with value-added services and even supply chain management services. If
port strengthens connection with its hinterland linked by modern logistics, it will lead
to the promotion of integrated transport, like inland waterway and the Eurasian
continental bridge transport, as well the construction of logistics network station. In
turn it will result the broader scope and higher level and higher level of modern
logistics. Further more, advanced port logistics service gives impetus to construction
and development of container transportation hub port, which is the central segment of
modern international logistics. International logistics services offered in container port
can not only maintain the existing container throughput and the advantages of marine
routes, also appeal to more supply sources and investment from shipowners and cargo
owners. It is a pity that the international shipping center, has not been established in
China at present, which constraints the development of global trade and economic
center of our country in the long run. Hopefully, it will come into true in Shanghai in
the near future and the construction of container transportation hub port is just the
precondition. Last but not the least,it will improve the information services of port
and the port city. As everyone knows, modern logistics is the outcome of information
age and information service system is the essential section of port modernization. The
establishment of port logistics centers can give aid to the exchange of information
communication from current decentralized into a centralized, value-added process. If
based on the higher level of its internationalization and networking logistics
information center, undoubtedly, the port will occupy a favorable position in the
17

future fierce competition.
As from the perspective of the domestic economy, the effect of port logistics service
is consequential. First, port logistics service is a strong support for the coastal cities
and zones to achieve a new round of economic development since port is an essential
gateway of the further expansion of reform. More important, regional economic
development will lead to the prosperity of the whole country. At present, the coastal
areas are becoming the most flourish region in manufacturing and service industries,
which directly promote the whole country’s economics and raise its strategic position
in the international division. So, currently many foreign countries regard their major
ports as the global cargo distribution center and integrated logistics service base, in
order to spur the import and export trade of the whole nation. Besides that,
well-developed port logistics service will attract much more investment, and then
bring the increase in local tax revenue and employment opportunities even sharp rise
in land prices around port.etc. It is obvious that port logistics service make a great
contribution to economics growth.
In addition, for these international logistics operators, advanced port logistics service
level will create good investment environment. In the early 90s of 20th century, a
group of international logistics enterprises began to enter into China, such as TNT of
Australia, OOCL logistics of Hong Kong, Mitsubishi of Japan, etc. The entrance of
these companies not only bring advanced logistics management concepts and
experience, but also offer the stable supply to the port, enable the port enterprises and
logistics companies form partnerships to achieve the virtuous circle of interaction,
which generate great benefit for each side.
Given all the advantages mentioned above, it is essential to accelerate the
development of port Logistics service in our country and in the following chapter,
Shanghai port will be a typical example to illustrate.
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Chapter3: The background and current situation of
Shanghai port logistics service

3.1 Layout and status quo of coastal port logistics service in China
China has 18,400 kilometers coastline,123,000 kilometers inland channel, in which
grade waterway account for nearly a half. After several times of large-scale port
construction，now it has taken initial shape of three major port groups: Yangtze River
Delta, Surrounding Bohai Zone and Zhu jiang River Delta. Port system which is
characterized by rational layout, distinct level and multifunctional has been
established already. By the end of 2007, there are more than 1460 commercial ports
along the coast and rivers and more than 1,030 production berths，account for 9% of
domestic trade transportation and more than 85% of foreign trade transportation. The
cargo volumes in eight big ports, that is Shanghai, Dalian, Tianjing, Qingdao,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen,Ningbo and Qinghuangdao, Which has surpassed 100 millions
tons. Plus with Gaoxiong and Hongkon , these large ports in China with cargo
volumes over 100 million tons constitute a majority worldwide .Among them
Shanghai port, its cargo volume now has exceeded 300 million tons and rank the third
in the world. Meanwhile, port cargo throughput and container throughput of China
has taken the first place in the world for three consecutive years. Especially with the
rapid increase, mainland container throughput become the most outstanding part of
the Chinese port economy, which has reached more than 75 TEUs by the end of
2005.And now there are all kinds of specialized terminals and berths used for
container, coal, bulk grain, ore, petroleum, chemicals, etc. So, whether according to
the scale or the professional degree and management level, China's port ranks first in
the world.
Ports also have become the window of China’s opening up to the outside world with
more than 140 ports open to the world. China has signed maritime agreements with
lots of countries and over 30 nations and 100 overseas shipping companies have been
approved to open China, based on the container liner routes. And accordance with the
19

medium and long-term development of 2010 and 2020, the port source of cargo ought
to be reunified in the four big coastal enonomic regions, that is Yangtze River Delta,
The Bohai Sea, the South and and Southeast China and Southwest China, in order to
accelerate the construction of the Shanghai International Shipping Center .Aimed at
making ports as the core hub of comprehensive transportation, the construction of 20
hub ports must be speed up to improve the large-scale and professional level of port
berths also quicken the deepening of the departure ports in the Yangtze River Delta.
Meanwhile, the bonded areas in the coastal ports mainly depend due on the rapid
development of foreign trade and logistics in, which have become the growth point in
regional economic development and significant functional areas with radiating effect
on neighbouring regions functions.
Currently, the three major port groups in China: Pearl River Delta, the Bohai Sea and
Yangtze River Delta. In the light of its distinction of geographical conditions and
features, each port group has in succession made the initiative strategies for shipping
construction and development of port logistics service. The Pearl River Delta, mainly
consisted of Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Guangzhou, is one of the most densely port
groups in the world. Among them, Hong Kong will continue to maintain the position
of international shipping center and container hub port, which will bring the whole
Pearl River Delta region's economic and port development. Shenzhen port, near the
Pacific and round-the-world

shipping routes, not only owns nearly 14 meters deep

navigation channel, the most container ship berths in the fourth-generation port
evolution , also the superior basin, berths and discharging conditions. In addition to its
own economic advantages, Shenzhen port now initially has the condition for being the
regional container hub port a regional container hub port, which is able to form a
complementary advantages with Hong Kong and the support their development each
other. At present, Shenzhen has taken modern logistics, some hi-tech and financial
industry as the three pillar industries for cross-century economic development. Bohai
Sea port areas, centered as Bohai Bay, including Dalian, Yingkou, Tianjin,
Qinhuangdao, Yantai, Qingdao and Rizhao Port. And the Qingdao Port own the
following superiorities :the largest container berth , good water depth condition, close
20

to the international backbone, the ability to accept Fifth-generation container
vessels,etc. In recent years, relying on it excellent geographical location, port
conditions, as well the stable economic development of Shandong region, the
throughput of Qingdao port has increased year by year and retained the No.3 in the
whole country for many years, which has add up to 100 million ton already.
Additionally, its foreign trade throughput keeps the stable second place in the coastal
region.So, it is most likely to become the north shipping center. In order to achieve
this goal, the core content is to develop port logistics service. As for the Yangtze
River Delta, on behalf of Shanghai and Ningbo port, with the ocation advantage and
national policy guidance, has started the process of constructing Shanghai as the
international shipping center. Based on the economically developed provinces like
Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang as the hinterland and the Yangtze River inland waterway
transport as an important support, these ports can become an international container
hub ports providing international container transit trade services of the Yangtze Delta
and its nearby area , also can offer domestic cargo trade of the economic hinterland,
including the inland river transit transport services of important energy supplies such
as food, oil, steel and other materials. Especially Shanghai, China's largest city, in
favored of strong industrial base and good service function, the promotion of its port
logistics service will generate the typical sense.
3.2 Present situation of Shanghai port
The port of Shanghai, located front edge of the Yangtze River delta, in the middle of
China's 18,000 km coastline, It is the junction of east-west transport corridor of
Yangtze River and north-south in maritime transport routes. It is a well-know harbour
with long history. Its location at the mouth of the Yangtze led to its development as
coastal trade developed during the Qing Dynasty, especially the Qianlong era.
Gradually, the port of Shanghai surpassed the port of Ningbo and the port of
Guangzhou to become the largest port of China at the time. In 1842, Shanghai became
a treaty port, thus developing into an international commercial city. By the early 20th
century, it was the largest city in the Far East, and the largest port in the Far East.
In1949, with the Communist takeover in Shanghai, overseas trade was cut
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dramatically. The economic policy of the People's Republic had a crippling effect on
Shanghai's infrastructure and capital development. In 1991, the central government
allowed Shanghai to initiate Economic Reform. Since then, the port of Shanghai has
developed at an increasing pace. By 2005, the Yangshan deep water port was built on
the Yangshan islands, a group of islands in Hangzhou Bay, linked to Shanghai by the
Donghai Bridge. This development allowed the port to overcome shallow water
conditions in its current location, and to rival another deep-water port, the nearby
Ningbo-Zhoushan port.
Among the world-famous terminals, Shanghai port is the main hub in China's coastal
region and the essential entry- exit channel for China's opening up or participating in
international economic circulation. From the geographical aspect, the flat and open
terrain of Yangtze River Delta makes out favorable conditions for port equipment,
construction, and reasonable layout of the Shanghai city. Yangtze River and Huangpu
River not only provider the port sufficient freshwater, but also ensure the enough
space for vessels entrance and anchor. Backing the whole city and the Yangtze valley,
Shanghai port has the vast economic hinterland, besides Shanghai city, also including
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan and Sichuan provinces and
Chongqing municipality and about the cargo of 31 provinces (including Taiwan) all
over the country will go through Shanghai port to unloading or re-handling. The
amphibious transportation of Shanghai port facilitates extremely and the collection
and distribution channels are also unimpeded，which can be radiated out to the
Yangtze River basin and even the whole country through highways expressways,
railway lines and coastal transport network. There are five major harbour working
zones: Yangtze River estuary, Huangpu River mouth at Wusongkou, Waigaoqiao in
Pudong ,Yangshan deep water port (Hangzhou Bay & East China Sea)and Pudong
coastline (East China Sea). By the end of 2006, the total amount of harbor berths of
all kinds in Shanghai port has reached 1140, production berths over 10,000
tonnage-class is 171. Inland port area possesses about 818 quay berths, and the
maximum berthing capacity is 3,000 tons. In addition, the well-developed air
transport is another advantage. After half a century of construction and development,
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Shanghai port has become the world's largest modern main hub port with
comprehensive function.
3.3 The background and status of Shanghai port logistics service
3.3.1 Development in Shanghai logistics industry

Long period of steady and rapid economic growth contributed to the rapid
development of logistics industry in Shanghai, which in turn significantly motivated
Shanghai's economic growth. The rapid increase caused by economic system
restructuring created huge logistics demand The same as the other sectors of the
national economy, logistics industry in Shanghai has also made great progress. The
industries closely related to logistics service, like transportation, information
communication, storage, packaging and distribution, have a good expansion as well.
Meanwhile, the transport capacity of Shanghai has increased greatly, scale of logistics
service expanded continuously and volume of external logistics is always rising up.
Since the reform and opening up policy, Shanghai government continues to enhance
investment in the transport construction area, and so far Shanghai has formed land or
sea or air hub including Shanghai port, Shanghai railway station, , Pudong and
Hongqiao international airport, also the systematical transportation network based on
the road frame linking the main land-sea hub. Market logistics network has gradually
expanded, the quantity and quality of various transport vehicles also greatly improved.
The integrated transport system composed by five transport modes is basically
established. Infrastructure of sea ports has been also widely improved. Water-and
water or land-and-water coordinated transport is preliminarily formed. Remarkably,
Shanghai is the only city with two airports in China: Hongqiao international airport is
a civil airport at country-level while the annual throughput capacity of Pudong
international airport has added up to 20 million passengers, its cargo handling and
warehousing capacity is 750,000 tons. As is well known, sea-highway transport is an
association of linking various modes, Shanghai is located in junction of three national
highways and four national highway, and converge to the neighboring provinces and
the national road network through highway. As for railway, Shanghai is one of the top
ten railway hub. Which closely coordinate with the Shanghai industrial to form a
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network and connect to port area for constituting the land and water transport.
Consequently, the improving transportation capabilities in Shanghai has provided the
solid foundation for its logistics development. In addition, rise of market economy
calls for socialized logistics market and a number logistics enterprises with different
characteristics. The continuous rising marketization degree promotes transfer from
traditional to the modern direction. Materials circulation market subject to the
diversification, began to form the socialized and professional work team and build the
distribution network. On the other hand, commercial enterprises’ operation ways are
constantly changing, In recent years, the modern retail methods, such as supermarkets,
warehouse stores, convenience stores in Shanghai has developed rapidly and
gradually been on a large scale. These changes will undoubtedly generate new
demand for logistics service, such as the increasingly urgent need for timely delivery.
In production field, with the advancing of reformation, the introduction and
application of new foreign producing and management ways (such as JIT) require the
emergence of efficient logistic services
3.3.2 Significance of developing Shanghai port logistics service

First, it will strengthen the connection between port and its hinterland. As the
intersection the domestic logistics between the international, port intensifies its link
with hinterland tied as modern logistics, which will drive the development of
integrated transport and inland hinterland areas, enhance the modern logistics network
construction. And in turn it will give help to port logistics service toward in the
direction of broader scope and higher level. The development of Shanghai port
logistics service will give a great push forward to economic development of its huge
hinterland—the entire region along the Yangtze River.
Moreover; it can benefit for the national logistics industry development. At present,
China’s logistics industry is still at early stage, most logistics companies lacking core
competitiveness is relatively weak , the logistics services level is also lower and
always in the inferiority position in the competition with foreign logistics enterprises.
Raising the level of port logistics services is a good way to enhance domestic logistics
enterprises’ competitive strength and enable these companies better respond to the
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threat and impact coming from foreign logistics enterprises.
In addition, it will give impetus to the key container hub port construction and
development. Hub port for container main route is the center part modern
international logistics. Container port building international logistics center can make
use of the advantages of existing container throughput and shipping or flight routes.
And the establishment of an international logistics center can attract more container
cargo and shipping lines, which in turn fascinate logistics companies, ship owners and
cargo owners to give more investment in the terminal and then further expand the
scale of this center. Container throughput of Shanghai now ranks third in the world
and continues to increase, this is thanks to the its integrated logistics services.
In the long run, outstanding port logistics service will improve the international
competitiveness of Shanghai port. Transportation organization mode for international
logistics is the type of point to point networking transport on the basis of container
multimodal and door to door. Whether Shanghai will become the key node in the
international logistics network largely depend on it has a perfect port logistics services
or not. At present, in order to develop the international shipping center, Shanghai port
must seize the favorable opportunity—the formation of international logistics network,
while the enhancement of its port logistics service is a decisive factor.
3.3.3 Present situation of Shanghai port logistics service

1 Analysis of its strengths
(1) Cargo throughput
Cargo throughput of a port directly reflects the harbor city’s development as well the
changes of port scale. It is also an important indicator for port logistics service. As the
representative of China’s ports, Shanghai port is the largest distribution center in the
whole transport chain,which gather huge amounts of goods transported inland or
water. About thirty years ago, Shanghai port was the biggest center cargo in the
Yangtze River Delta. The volume of cargo flow in Shanghai port, such as energy, raw
materials or foreign trade (99% of foreign cargo trade in turn over via Shanghai port,
accounting for nearly one-fifth in major coastal ports in China), is particularly
thriving. At that time, the main function of Shanghai port is to transship cargo coming
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from upper reaches of the Yangtze River and transit cargo throughput took up half of
the total volume in Shanghai. Early in 1984, its cargo throughput first exceeded 100
million tons, and in 2002, the number overfulfils 200 million. Deserve to be
mentioned, by the end of 2005, accumulative total cargo throughput has reached 443
million tons, with which Shanghai against Singapore, and got the honor of biggest
port in the world. Among them, container throughput completed was 18.09 million
EUs, retaining its world's third position. In recent years, total cargo throughput and
container throughput in Shanghai port has maintained strong growth momentum. The
rapid growth of container throughput of Shanghai port has laid the foundation for its
port logistics service development. Since the 90's,for the international shipping
center's strategic objective, Shanghai port has concentrated on its container business
and significant results:The container throughput completed 26.15 million TEUs in
2007, which first surpassed Hong Kong, ranked second in the world. Especially last
year，Shanghai successfully overcome the impact of world financial crisis, the
throughput of Shanghai port is 592 million tons, up 1.8% compared with the same
period of the previous year and international standard container throughput reached
25.002 million TEUs(7.85 million TEUs finished inYangshan Deep Water Port) ,
keeping the second place in the world.The table 1 below shows the fast incresement in
Shanghai port container throughput during recent years:
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Table 1: Container throughput in Shanghai port from 2000 to 2009
In accordance with ―"Eleventh Five-Year Plan" of Shanghai port, by the end of 2010,
the amount of cargo throughput in will reach 670 million tons, and according to the
authoritative forecast,in the next decade it will keep the growth trend( it is estimated
to come up to 950 million tons in 2020). There is no doubt that the advantage of cargo
throughput in Shanghai port creates the good condition for its logistics service
development.
(2 ) Infrastructure construction
According to port logistics functions to be completed, the construction of several
software and hardware should be achieved as following: natural conditions facilitate
vessels to transport and docking; loading and unloading functions associated with
shipping; the storage by which interface the supply and demand; processing,
packaging to meet the transport needs; accomplishment of logistics information
delivery, collection, processing, sending.etc. Among these aspects, the exploitation of
port natural environment, load and discharging conditions and informatization
construction are relatively important. During these years, Shanghai port has scored
some achievements in the following areas:
●Berth building
Currently, total terminal line of Shanghai port extended to 91.6 km, There are more
than 1200 various berth in Shanghai port among which 171 is beyond 10000
tonnage(maximum designed berthing capacity reach 2000) and 42 is exclusive using
for container. In the future, as the key part in international shipping center
construction, Yangshan port, according to its ―Eleventh five-year plan‖(2006-2010),
is gradually constructing phase- I to phase-Ⅳ project to newly-built twenty-one berths
with various types( 3 is100,000 tons-class)for meeting the needs of Yangshan Port as
a container hub port in Northeast Asia. The ahead decisions and timely
implementation of these large-scale technology projects not only satisfy the
requirements of international shipping and integrated logistics, also the cargo owners’
demand.
●Handling facilities
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Handling technology and the mechanization of port operating system always lead the
port large-scale mass production also embody overall quality and level of
development of the port. From the early 90s, Shanghai port has continued to invest
heavily in this area: it implemented stages by stages technological improvement of
container handling berths.By the end of 2007, Shanghai has 3084 loading and
unloading machinery with various types, among which 170 sets container crane,7
transported vessels.The total number of container transfer station and yard has
reached 59, which occupying 1,690,000 square meters to meet the requirement of
container distribution or demolition and other value-added services.
●Information technology
Today, the computer information technology applied in port has changed its
traditional operation method a lot. Mechanized, automated, process-based operations
come ture. Information management system has been widely used in the whole
production management. At present, the combination horizontal-vertical logistics
information network has been well established in Shanghai port, as well online
service center of land transport network is opened with the functions such as online
policy consultation, transport operators and vehicles inquiries, work guide or
complaints or announcement on line etc. In addition, port and shipping EDI
information system is formed: all shipping companies, shipping agents, port
enterprises engaging in international container transport business have participated in
it. The massage and manifest of cargo exported or imported has come into non-paper
operation. Freight stations and transit stations dealing with international container
business of Shanghai port logistics service also join the EDI network. IC card
management system has been set up in the whole port.
(3) Management system
Like the infrastructure construction is the hardware for port to development its
modern logistics service, the management system is the software, playing the key role
in guiding and constraining its developing process. China's current port management
system is formed under the background of planned economy .For a long time past,
There has been mainly three forms: central authorities administering, double central
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and local government management and the local solely.
Since the founding of the country, affected by the traditional planned economic
system, the management system of Shanghai port has always adapted the model of
―undifferentiated between government and enterprises and central direct control‖,
which include the following three obvious fetures: monopolistic of resource allocation,
simplicity of property structure and the exclusiveness of operation system. This
traditional port management system is intervened by government greatly,further more,
the lack of sufficient authority on operating and rigid production can not meet the
needs of market economy. After many years of development, Shanghai port has taken
a series of measures in structural reform of management.
In the mid 1980s, Shanghai port started to implement dual control system which
jointly administrated by the Ministry of Communications and the local authority,
primarily by the latter. It is an important historical turning point for not only
establishing the new relationship of port and city but also increasing the ability of self
development by adjustment of financial policy.
In the 90s, on the basis of scientifically and comprehensively summarized the dual
management system reform practice, also according to the concept of ―separating
government

administration

from

enterprise

management‖,

Shanghai

port’s

administrative functions is classified among the scope of city government
management, in order to bring the whole system under the collective control from the
macro aspect.
Entering into the 21st century, confronted with increasing competition and global
shipping development trends, also the higher requirements of port use caused by
Shanghai and its surrounding areas’ economic development, Shanghai port, only seek
the revolution of its management system can it adapt to these challenges and expand
its own promotion space. On January 27, 2003, Shanghai Municipal Port Authority
and the Shanghai International Port Group Co., Ltd. unveiled the establishment,
which symbolizes the Shanghai port administration organizational reform has begun
successfully. This reform's purpose is to releases Shanghai port to the local
management and Ministry of Communications no longer executes the port. In January
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this year, this reform have smoothly completes. Henceforth ,as the government
functional department in charge of harbor and the shipping management, Shanghai
port authority, will unifying manage the whole port planning, service, water
transportation and intends to strengthen cooperation and connection with neighboring
coastal ports.Besides that, it will integrate the resources coming from Yangtze River,
Sea Port, the river port of Huangpu River, Yangshan Deepwater Port and other port to
create an open, fair and equitable market environment as well build the platform for
government boost Shanghai international shipping center construction.
(4) Status supremacy and excellent location
port plays a very important strategic position in the modern production, trade and
transportation. This is mainly because port is hub of water and land transportation
starting and end point in ocean transportation. More than 80% of goods in
international trade are completed by sea transport. Thus port is always the focal point
of maximum amount goods in the whole transport chain. In the port area located
shippers, freight forwarders, shipowners, ship agents, retailers, packaging companies,
customhouse commodity inspection agencies and other relevant bodies. With the
development of international trade, the computer system of logistics center must be
connected to network of the above units in order to timely assemble the information
of cargo handling, transport, storage to the port. With the establishment of Shanghai
as international shipping center, Shanghai port has the greater advantage in the
logistics system.
Shanghai, located in the front edge of the Yangtze River delta, also the center of north
and south coastline, is the largest financial and trade center in China. Shanghai port
ranks the first in China’s harbours, which owns spacious hinterland：from the point of
view hierarchy, Shanghai port’s directly hinterland is the Yangtze River Delta, which
is the most economically developed areas in China currently and always occupies the
pivotal position in national economic and social development. The first indirect
hinterland of Shanghai port is Yangtze River Basin (excluding the Yangtze River
Delta), including Sichuan, Hunan, Hubei, Jiangxi and Anhui Provinces and
Chongqing municipality, as well as some parts in Jiangsu, Zhejiang provinces. The
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container imports and exports generated in these area will transit through Shanghai
Port.The second indirect hinterland( also called potential hinterland) is the other
coastal provinces, including the North of Qingdao, Shandong, Lianyungang in Jiangsu,
Fujian, Xiamen in the south area. Total population of its hinterland is over 400 million,
which is without parallel in in any other port in the world.Besides that, a sound and
comprehensive transportation network has been well set up in Shanghai. Whether the
domestics cargo for exporting or the foreign commodities to enter in, all can reach
their destination rapidly and efficiently through Shanghai port. Therefore, Shanghai
port is the best gateway for the harbours all over the port to contact the mailand of
China.
(5) Favorable collecting -dispatching conditions and advanced shipping market
The integrated transport network consisted of railway, highway, water, air and other
transport modes has been basically formed in Shanghai port, which now is the largest
transport hub as well the most convenient port for cargo transshipment in Yangtze
River Delta and the Yangtze River Valley at lowest cost. At present, in the shipping set
delivery system,, Shanghai has speeded up the construction of aviation hub port and
optimized the railway layout, also try to enable the inland vessels to arrive Yang Shan
Deep-water port directly from Yangtze River after renovation. The inland water
transportation capacity is promoted greatly.
(6) Good material conditions and valuable customer resources
Port enterprises in Shanghai are equipped with various transportation means, handling
facilities and warehouses. These conditions can be the foundation for its port logistic
service development. So in the field of infrastructure devices, it needn’t require a
large amount of capital investment.
Meanwhile, during many years of practice, port enterprises in Shanghai have
established their own unique customer base.,as well mastered large amount of
customers’ information and their potential logistics requirements. These advantages
enable them timely provide customers the urgent logistics services and further
promote their own logistics service level by continue meeting the needs.
2 The existing problems to be solved(Weakness)
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Although it has made considerable progress, there are still some problemd to be
solved in following aspects:
(1) Marketable level for port logistics service development is still low and domestic
enterprises’ demand for modern logistics services is insufficient. As the service
industry, the development level of logistics is closely related with market-oriented
economic development, that is directly related to market’s need. Macroeconomically
analyzed, Marketization level is embodied as the high speed changes in the industrial
structure, specifically the proportion of tertiary industries in economic structure. The
tertiary sector in Shanghai nearly account for a half in GDP,but 20 points of
percentage lower than that in USA. Compared with other cities in China, the
marketization of logistics service in Shanghai port’s hinterland is satisfied, however,
the disadvantage of insufficient market demand in Shanghai port logistics service is
still obvious in comparison with developed nations
(2) Shortage in infrastructure: after nearly ten years of development, the infrastructure
of Shanghai port logistics service has been greatly improved and even in some aspects,
it has reached the world-class level. However on the whole, compared with these in
developed countries, there is still a large gap for the fist reason that the water depth of
navigation channel cannot meet needs of large vessels for entering or leaving the port
although the conditions have been modified. Before the construction of Yangshan
deep-water port, 90% berths of Shanghai port located in the Huangpu River and south
bank of Yangtze River, the deepest water depth of navigable areas is only -8.5 meters,
which is difficult to satisfy the requirements of large-scale ships on international route.
On the other hand, the overall scale of Shanghai port is relatively small, many old port
areas along the Yangtze River and Huangpu River once made a substantial
contribution to Shanghai's economic development, but now backward in hardware
facilities. Although these conditions in Waigaoqiao and Yangshan deep-water port are
more sophisticated, the throughput capacity of Shanghai port is still serious
insufficient because of the sharp rise in cargoes imported and exported. Taking
container throughput volumes for example, there are 16 container berths and the
annual container throughput reached 2.9 million TUE, after the first phase project in
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Yangshan Port come into practice, annual throughput of Shanghai Port is still
overload about 5%. Another issue is the single-function yard, mainly in transport and
storage, which is lacking experience in modern warehouse management and unable to
adapt the logistics services development in all aspects.
(3) Planning capacity in logistics service needs enhancement. Compared with the
large integrated logistics supplier in the world (such as DHL), port enterprises in
Shanghai are deficient in ability of formulating plans ,designing process and
providing solutions for logistics service
(4) Logistics service level should be raised: during their logistics services developing
process, operational management level of port enterprises is lower. Logistics services
offered by the corporations often fail to satisfy the customer’s needs. The scale of
local logistics companies in Shanghai is relatively small, and they are void of essential
services specifications and internal management rules. Operation manners also does
not coordinate with its management mode.Due to the defects such as slow turnover,
low efficiency, high cost in their operational procedure, these companies unable to
provide professional and standardized logistics services.
(5) Rare professional management talents major in logistics management field. The
staff engaging in port management just know something about logistics service, but
fail to master the professional knowledge systematically. Therefore, it is essential for
port enterprises to bring in or cultivate a large number of professional logistics
specialists.
(6) Immaturity in technology information: The establishment of information
environment and e-commerce transaction platform in Shanghai port has just started,
without healthy pattern and strangled overall effect. The information input in China's
coastal major ports is higher but the service level is lower, which cannot meet
customers’(especially international customers) requirements . The port information
technology are on various levels- some excellent, some awful, as well lacking
sufficient capacity to provide real-time information and high-level, high-tech logistics
information service. At present, information system of port enterprises is mainly used
for dispatching of ship, cargo containers and warehouses cargoes as well various
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documents processing, short of other functions for modern integrated logistics
services development.
3 The effect of the external environment：threats and opportunities
Competition among the surrounding ports is increasingly fierce。In the recent years,
rivalry between ports in Shanghai’s neighbouring area is increasing intense.The
traditional competition emphasize on scrambling for cargo sources and hinterland has
converting into the comprehensive type featured with attracting shipping companies
and developing multimodal transport as well offering information and the whole
process services. They all focus on logistics service rather than cargo supplies. These
neighboring terminals such as Ningbo, Nantong, Lianyungang already has little
disparity with Shanghai in infrastructure. Therefore the key factor to hold the lead
position is the level of port service, especially its logistics service.
On the other hand, the entry of the international logistics enterprises cannot be
ignored. the five-year of protection period has expired since participating WTO. The
logistics services market of China has opened to the whole world, as a result, local
port logistics service is bound to be impacted by foreign large logistics companies
with great strength.
However, rapid development of logistics industry in China provides a great
opportunity for port logistics services promotion. Modern logistics has been treated as
a specialized industry in the China's economic and social development planning
framework., which indicates its establishment as significant position. Today the
booming prospect in China has created favourable external environment for port
enterprises to progress their logistics sevices.Futher more, growth in Shanghai local
economy is the huge source of port logistics service. The entry of WTO brings about
more opportunities to Shanghai development, whose strategic goal is to become an
international economic centre. The main assignment is to attract significant flow of
capital, talent, information and logistics, among which the core is the logistics.
Fundamentally, The implementation of series of strategic international shipping center
projects like constructing international shipping center are aiming at attracting
logistics, especially international logistics. Many foreign experience showed that good
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logistics service conditions is the prerequisite for a city’s all-round development.
Thus,in order to achieve its goals, modern logistics service is particularly essential.
While the main export commodities are exported by seaway, the most important
logistics corridor and the core platform. In a word, Shanghai economic development
require the promotion of port logistics service.

Chpter 4: Model design for Shanghai port port logistics
service development

4.1. Logistics chain operation model
The key factor for developing port logistics service in the future is whether port itself
can become
an indispensable link in modern logistics chain. Therefore, port is ought to treat
organize and develop logistics chain as the main task of production and management.
While it can be through two methods:horizontal integration and vertical integration.
Port horizontal integration embodies the collaboration between ports in the same
groups. In my opinion, the form Shanghai port can apply is loose alliance: ports can
share public services and facilities with each other and uniform price as well
coordinate their programmes, operate the shipping lines together. Meanwhile,
according to the industrial distribution, metropolitan area, port location and transport
characteristics, government can guide harbor group form one or more alliances, which
can gradually transit to close alliance by successfully operation.
On the other hand, the vertical integration is also suitable for Shanghai port.It can
include port-cargo alliance and harbor areas alliance,etc. For instance , Shanghai port
can unite with large cargo owner in Yangtze valley like Iron and steel industry,
petrochemical enterprises in order to ensure a stable cargo source Additionally, for the
purpose of sufficient supply coming from feeder port, Shanghai port has made
alliance with the shipping enterprises inland water, especially container lines
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companies .Cooperative methods can be manifold, such as port gives up some stocks,
collaborates with liner companies in bonded terminal, container yard, warehouses and
other equities. Or managing inland shipping and terminal operation together by means
of common shares.
The scaled-out extension of logistics chain also cannot be ignored. According to cargo
flow direction and volume, distribution park can be set up in the large or
medium-sized cities and inland transportation hub regions around Shanghai port.
Connecting the distribution park with logistics center by various transportation modes
will attract more cargoes flow into harbors in the main route. In a word, only in the
situation of sufficient supply sources can logistics chain effective scale advantages.
If appliying this mode, some steps should be taken:first,explore the logistics chain in
Yangtze River region. It is widely known that economy of Shanghai port’s hinterlandYangtze River region is prosperous and inland waterway transport network is
intensive.Therefore, its port logistics service improvement can start from this method.
First, choose the major ports in main route of Yangtze as the bases and carry out
horizontal integration. Since 2003,Shanghai port has respectively made alliance or
cooperation with Wuhan port, Nanjing port, Chongqin port, and Nantong port.This
trend will continue in the future to maintain the adequate supply to Shanghai port.
After uniting these harbors, it is suggested to get local government policy support to
establish logistics center, which located near the port area in order to ensure cargo
efficient circulation such as convenient information delivery, secure and efficient
collecting and distributing system, inspection & quarantine,etc.
Meanwhile, it is significant to conclude an alliance with shipping companies because
inland water transportation is the main link connecting Shanghai port to other ports
along Yangtze River.This alliance ensures their business association. Considering the
limited, capital,Shanghai port can cooperate with shipping companies in the form of
buying or mutually transferring shares, or operating inland water terminal via joint
venture.
The logitics chain is forme as illustrated in the following table 2:
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Table 2: logistics chain
Establishing third-party logistics company to operate logistics chain is essential
next.Although Shanghai port controls the main link in the aforementioned chains,
logistics service is a complete process, including many procedures such as cargo
handling, transport, storage, delivery, information delivery, customs clearance,etc.,
which has distinguishing features like complex process,long time span and so
on.,Thus, successful and efficient running of the entire process depends on
professional logistics company’s operation to a great extend. The best way for
Shanghai port is to found its 3rd party logistics companies.
Moreover, it is better to extend logistics chain to neighboring areas or abroad.In
domestic, logistics chain can stretch to Zhejiang province since the building of
Hangzhou Bay Bridge has enhanced the waterway and hi-way transportation capacity
between Shanghai and Ningbo harbor greatly and their hinterland further infiltrate.
Same as in the Yangtze River valley, the logistics chain will be base on the major
inland river harbors and linked by inland waterway transport to reach other
neighboring areas.Remarkably, the Zhapu port in Zhejiang province is a good choice,
which is close to the Yangshan port’s direct hinterland,the excellent location to receive
cargo supply along the river.
The final goal of shanghai port logistic service is internationalized. Therefore, by
virtue of the accumulated port management experience, it should construct its own
logistics chain network worldwide.And the first step is to select the shipping routes
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and ports with huge amounts of cargo flow and have cooperation with the shipping
companies engaging in these activities, or purchase vessels for operating these
shipping lines.Then, extending its logistics chain to the port region in the same way
mentioned above.
4.2 International shipping center model
Contemporary maritime center refers to the city with both hardware like container hub
port of densely shipping lines, deepwater channels, etc and some software functions
such as finance, trade, logistics, information sources servicing for shipping industry.
The concept of ―international shipping centre‖ is always changing with ages. Its
functions also evolved from generations to generations. The main functions of first
generation shipping center are shipping transit and goods distributed. Then the feature
of second is value-added process. Today,integrated resource allocation appears in the
third generation
Shipping center in closely related to international economic trade and logistics center.
Typical shipping centers,such as London, New York, Rotterdam, Singapore, Hong
Kong,all of these ports are facing the ocean and relying on international metropolis
owning well-developed shipping industry.
At present, Shanghai is belong to type of hinterland-base international shipping center
and mainly serviced for directl foreign trade in Yangtze River.Hence, its ITL’s share
of the freight traffic volume is relatively smaller. In the future, Shanghai port logistics
service should be in direction of transit-oriented and comprehensive and further
extend overseas.In order to accomplish this target, first, international transfer capacity
of Shanghai port should be improved. Although in the four consecutive years, cargo
throughput of Shanghai port is always leading the world, its international transit
capacity is not excellent. Statistics show that In 2008, ITL TEUs only accounted for
5%, while Singapore reached 85%, Hong Kong is 60%.It is obvious that over-reliance
on its hinterland function is the greatest obstacle for its internationalization. If lacking
enough ITL volumes and related international trade, the development of this model
will be greatly restricted. Therefore,positioning itself as an international
transshipment port,it must extend the logistics chain overseas. One advice is to win
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the tax-return policy in Yanshang port because that vessels coming from north areas in
China always give up the nearest Yangshan port and doing cargo-transit in Busan port,
which can enjoy the priority.Once tax rebate policy is put into effect in Yangshan port,
it will be the best choice for these vessels. Further more, some containers transited in
Hong Kong or Singapore formerlly are likely to do it in Shanghai port, which will
greatly increase ITL TEUs of Shanghai port. In addition,it is suggested to cultivate
hipping personnel and constantly strengthen the ability to offer various kinds of
technology, information, trade, marine and other services .
4.3 Port regional logistics system model
This model means the cargo entity flow process in the economical region that effected
by port.
Taking port area as center and relying on economical region, this logistics service
development is illustrated as ―port logistics park — logistics eenter — distribution
center‖. Effect arrangement of this hierarchical system of regional logistics nodes will
also promote Shanghai port logistics service level for the reason that Shanghai port is
fully equipped the conditions to apply this model:
Construction of key logistics park is accomplished, there are three core logistics
bases:Pudong, bonded zone in Waigaoqiao and Yang Shan Deep-water port.
Like other famous ports such as Rotterdam, New York, Hamburg, management model
of these port logistics parks is ―landlord‖type, that is Port authority centralized the
management of terminal facilities, port-industry and other facilities.The
administration will layout a part of warehouse and yard using for logistics park, but
only responsible for

provision of infrastructure and supporting services,rather than

directly involving in its management.Only after the completion, port authority will
select some logistics companies that have solid business foundation and good
reputation to join in it.
For the options of logistics centres based on the ports in Yangtze River major
rourte,the ―cooperation‖or ―joint venture‖type may be the better choice because it is
unrealistic for Shanghai port to complete the huge total logistics chain management
along.It needs the assistance from shipping companies or port enterprises.For example,
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Shanghai port can set up logistics base by virtue of establishing joint venture with
companies, stabilize and expand its logistics sevice.These two types are also suitable
for distribution center around Shanghai port. such according to the main collecting
and distributing traffic choose the right partner.
4.4Port logistics network- layout model
one of the goals of Shanghai international port group is to become the world's premier
terminal operators and participate actively in domestic and foreign investment in port
construction. If depending on mature port operation management and abound fund,
Shanghai port operators are certainly to set up the its logistics service network wholly
owned or joint venture cross-region even worldwide and thus maximizes its logistics
benefit via network effects.

Chapter 5 Strategic options and implementation measures
for Shanghai port logistics service

5.1 Strategic objectives and functional oritention
According to the actual situation of Shanghai port, the strategic objectives for
carrying out modern logistics service is to establish the world-class integrated logistic
center with modern international full-function, which focus on international area and
rely on integrated transport and information network. as well considering the urban
distribution requirements. This logistics center makes effort to become the core base
and international logistics service emphasizing on import and export field and ITI
while the domestic goal is to establish the leading position in the Yangtze Rive valley
and transit base. In short term, it will concentrate on developing Waigaoqiao port
logistics centre and container transportation related industry.In the long run, it will
explore its service closely related to Yangshan deep-water port and Luchaogang
harbour city development
In the future, the functional orientations for Shanghai port logistics development is
following aspects: flexibility, systematization, integration and informationization.
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5.2 Strategy options
Based on SWOT analysis in n chaptrer 3, , some strategies and suggestions put
forwared as following:
(1) Cooperation strategy
In order to make remarkable progress in its logistics service, the multiparty
cooperation is indispensable. In addition to constructing logistics base with shipping
companies mentioned above. Diversified investment and financing method can be
taken into account.For example, attracting foreign investment and international
logistics enterprises (especially the famous and large-scale ones) enter into port
logistics not only can solve financial problems but also bring into technology and
management experience.
The abundant industrial base in the economic zone of the Yangtze River is obvious
advantage.The enterprises in the areas like steel, automotive, electronics,
petrochemical,etc have a great demand for logistics service and the cargo volume
transported through the Yangtze River is increasing thanks to the lower cost and
dense river network.Thus, Shanghai port should keep good partnership with these
cargo owners.
While for its internal aspect, consolidation and optimization its logistics resource
allocation is important, which include various transport vehicles, handling machinery,
automation equipment, information processing devices and other port resources in
order

to

meet

the

logistics

service’s

fast,

accurate,

and

security

requirements.Particularly, when the operation and management begin to change
because logistics service involve, the idea of modern logistics and operational mode
should be applied to remould existing organization mode.
(2) Customer service strategy
Customer service is an important method for a company to differentiate its product,
maintain the loyalty with customers and ultimately drive sales and increase
profitability. Only increase its services level can Shanghai port logistics service is
highly regarded by customers and stay on top in the competition. From the
perspective

of

logistics,there

is

four
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traditional

elements:time,

reliability,

communication and convenience .Pursuit of final goals are the lowest total cost and
the highest customer satisfaction.Some measures will taken in both hardware and
software aspects for Shanghai port.
●Composting flow of business, commodity, information and capital to form effective
supply chain management.Timely delivery the supply and demand information about
logistics service in the supply chain will enable the members get real-time
information ,form a unified plan to provide better service. The main function of better
cash flow management can minimize cost and satisfied the customers as far as
possible.
Establishing efficient reaction system. Today, the time of response became the core
competitive ●factor. So, the establishment of a quick reaction system base on
customers’ various needs.This system should fully embody applications of
information technology in different sectors and set up the ERP, CRM to improve the
entire logistics chain efficiency and offer better service at lower

inventory and

material reserve cost.
●Providing personalized services and consulting.The operating system in logistics
base or center can be flexible to provide personalized service according customers’
different requirements. One example is to win cargo owners’ support via the provision
of logistics training services.
(3) Featured logistics strategy
Port should develop its unique logistics service in line with local and time conditions.
Facing with the competition of so many harbors in east Asia, for the purpose of
becoming the large international logistics providers and key node in world logistics
supply chain, Shanghai port must according to its own characteristic advantage,
explore its business and engaged in a new logistics services field. Also focus on its
future status and identify the high efficiency, openness and high level logistic
services.
(4) Talent strategy
Perfect port logistics services need professional logistics personnel. Currently,
insufficient professionals in the first defect restricting port logistics development,
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lacking in logistics awareness is the bottleneck.Therefore, in the long run, cultivating
and bring in logistics experts is the first priority among these development strategies.
In personnel training aspect, Shanghai port should base itself cultivation, social
recruitment second.The related department should make long-term training plan in the
high-lever and emphasize on training in logistics practitioners, as well entrust some
tertiary institutions to cultivate reserved talents.In addition, the talent cultivation mode
in IBM can be learned, that is cultivating senior port logistics service personnel via
international cooperation in running schools. It is mentioned that as the international
shipping center, the introduction of specialists abroad with rich practical experience,
profound knowledge and advanced service concept is essential.
5.3 strategy implementation measures
(1) Supporting for government policies
The development of port logistics service needs government participation and policy
support.Thus, management department of Shanghai government should pay its
attention to port

structural adjustment and develop logistics infrastructure, as well

provide policy guidance, standardize the market and create a fair macro-environment.
It is necessary to get some policy support, like preferential fiscal policy and tax relief
policy, industrial guide policy(tendency in logistics service area),incentive policy and
so on.
(2) Improvement of combining transportation system in Shanghai port
● Sea-rail intermodal
It is widely known that rail mode is featured with low cost, high efficiency,
punctuality.As the rapid economic development in midwestern hinterland, the need
for sea-rail intermodal is correspondingly growing. However, the situation of sea-rail
intermodal in Shanghai port is less than satisfactory, which directly result in slow
growth trend. Since good railway connection to its

hinterland that has no waterway

access will bring more cargo supply to Shanghai port, it is urgent to carried out
extensive sea-rail transportation: consummating railway network from Shanghai city
to every port ares; reducing cost and raise the sea-rail intermodal service level;
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Making alliance relations between Shanghai port and railway transport sector to
explore logistics center and distribution park together.
●River-Ocean intermodal
There are three modes in container transportation from port located in the lower
reaches of Yangtse River to Yangshan Port areas.As illustrated in the following
table3:
A：
Ports

inland vessels
in lower reaches

of Yangtze River

B：
of Yangtze River

oceanshipping
Yangshan

Terminal

port

inland vessels

Ports in lower reaches

C:

long tail boat
Waigaoqiao

high way

oceanshipping

Waigaoqiao

Yangshan

Terminal

port

River-Ocean intermodal
Ports in lower reaches
of Yangtze River

oceans
Yangshan

oceanshipping

port

Table 3: Three types of Intermodal
It is can be seen than A&B are not the good choices because of higher cost and more
links involving while the last one is the best due to high efficiency, fewer switch times
and lower cost.So mode C is recommended to used widely for the reason that only
minimizing cargo owner’s cost can attract more and more cargo supply.
(3) Enhancing information technology and network construction of port logistics
service
Informationization and networking is the import characteristics of modern port
logistics. Currently logistics information processing technology in foreign ports can
satisfy various needs like order processing, forecasting, inventory control, cargo
tracking,etc.The overall logistics integral performance and service level will be
greatly improved since the flow of commerce, commodities, capital, information and
documents are well-combined via informationization.So, Shanghai port should learn
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from this advanced technology to achieve the visualization, automation, paperless and
intelligent of the whole logistics process and improve operational efficiency to a great
extend.
Further more, from an internal perspective, the information center mainly in Shanghai
port financia, records and production management can be restructured as a opening
logistics information network system connected with cargo owners, trade and so on.
(4) Changing management understand and strengthening service awareness
The essence of modern logistics is just offering services. As a logistics service
provider, Shanghai port need to enhance the publicity for making modern logistics
sense infiltrate in daily management as well break through traditional business
ideas,timely change and adjust the operational method: from single transport and
storage to the whole logistics services process, and provide customers with series of
value-added services like declaration, packaging, distribution,etc. At the same time,
service price need to be more flexible and diversified. The final achievement of
Shanghai port is to provide modern logistics services accordance with the modern
enterprise system and market economy requirements.

Conclusion
The significant position of port in the international trade process generates its logistics
activities It makes sense for port logistics services research with theory and practice
of modern logistics development today. At presen,many ports are constructing the
modern integrated logistics services platform This article systematic analyzes
background, present situation of Shanghai port logistics service and opportunities and
challenges it is facing and designs several suitable developing models .In the end,
some strategies and measures are put forward for its promotion.
It is self-evidence that the good development of Shanghai port logistics service will
make a great contribution to the whole port construction. Especially Shanghai port has
situated itself as international shipping center currently, port logistics service is
certainly to play an important role.
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Generally speaking, the entire progress will take a long time and request favorable
environment: the service atmosphere,the legalization environment,etc. Besides
that,the growth of port enterprises need the continuous improvement of operational
method,information technology capabilities, as well financial support.However, due
to stable economic growth in China and the accession to WTO,also its unique regional
and lacal economic superiority,it is believed Shanghai port logistics service will be in
great prosperity step by step.
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